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ABSTRACT

The article analyzes the structural characteristics of drives for sucker-rod pumping units (SRPU) used in oil production. It has been proven that it is important to make the use of pumping units for oil production more efficient, i.e. to reduce specific power consumption when extracting formation fluids, to make pumping unit nodes more reliable, to implement intelligent monitoring and control stations for comprehensive assessment of well-SRPU system performance as well as to control drive parameters in a wide range. We hereby present the results of pilot tests of hydraulic SRPU. It is proven that hydraulic SRPU drives are optimal for developing newly commissioned wells, for periodic and short-term operation of wells, as well as removing asphaltene deposits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Oil companies still face the challenge of making oil production equipment more efficient by reducing specific power consumption when extracting the formation fluid, by cutting pumping unit maintenance material costs, by making oil production equipment more reliable and reducing its accident rate.

As of today, more than 60% of wells in Russia and the CIS are operated using sucker-rod pumping units mostly equipped with mechanical drives, i.e. pumpjacks. Pumpjacks (PJ) are conservative equipment sets and their design has not been substantially changed over the last forty years. They have many advantages, including ease of operation and maintenance, longer periods of operation as well as low cost of units as a whole and components thereof [1-4]. However, significant amounts of metal per BPU, use of mobile nodes with significant moments of inertia, use of V-belt transmissions and asynchronous electric drives result in a number of disadvantages that have negative impact on the efficiency of SRPU operation. Conventionally the drawbacks of pump jacks are considered to be as follows:

- massive foundations are necessary but sometimes not an option due to unstable soils (marshy soils, permafrost, etc.);
- support reactions of the foundation to the operation of the drive have horizontal constituents which hamper the drive and necessitate adjusting its position relative to the well axis;
- installation and dismantling of PJ on well sites is costly and time-consuming;
- the variability and cyclic recurrence of external loads lower the power factor of asynchronous drives;
- limited speed range of the beam head forward motion;
- lower performance and lack of precision of control systems due to the asynchronous drive and V-belt transmissions in the kinematic chain of the PJ mechanism [5-7].

To eliminate such drawbacks, engineering service specialists at OOO LUKOIL-PERM have planned and carried out industrial tests of promising hydraulic SRPU drives.

2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF HYDRAULIC SRPU DRIVES

It is known that hydraulic drives help lower the amounts of metal in, and reduce the dimensions of machines and mechanisms as well as to improve the control properties of their control systems. Oilfields of OOO LUKOIL-PERM have been the site for pilot tests of hydraulic SRPU drives: \( \Pi \Pi \Pi -10-8-6 \) by OOO NPK, Perm, and \( \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi 80-3, 5 \) "Geyzer" by OOO NPP PSM-Impex, Yekaterinburg.

Both drives are modular and consist of a hydraulic cylinder and a power pack; they are equipped with telemetry systems to enable remote monitoring of well and equipment parameters as well as to change the settings of the drive. Hydraulic drive dynagraphs are constructed by converting the hydraulic cylinder pressure into the rod load to eliminate the need for special dynagraphs.

\( \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi -10-8-6 \) drives, see Figure-1, are designed to induce reciprocating motion of the deep sucker-rod pumps plungers when pumping fluid from an oil well, with a maximum rod load of 80 kn. A drive is mounted directly on the string flange of the wellhead equipment to eliminate the need for centering and to prevent fluid leakage on the hydraulic cylinder rod. However, such mounting causes significant loads on the wellhead equipment, which limits the application of such drives. Hydraulic drive \( \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi \Pi -9-6 \) allows changing the rod stroke steplessly from 0.1 to 6 m as well as changing the number of double strokes within a range of 0.1 to 6 min\(^{-1}\). The oscillation frequency
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is adjusted by turning the power pack pumps on/off as well as by setting a pause at the end of each rod stroke. The power pack and the hydraulic control station are installed on a frame on the ground. Hydraulic drives type НПК-10-8-6 use pneumatic balancing: when the rod string is lowered, the hydro-pneumatic accumulator is charged; the power thus accumulated is expended to lift the formation fluid [8-9].

![Figure-1. Hydraulic drive of sucker-rod pumping unit НПК-10-8-6](image)

1 - power hydraulic cylinder; 2 - mast frame; 3, 4 - quick pipeline couplings; 5 - wellhead equipment; 6 - auxiliary hydraulic cylinders; 7 - hydraulic control panel; 8 - filter; 9 - power pack; 10 - drive motors; 11 - power-pack frame.

Figure-2. Hydraulic drive of sucker-rod pumping unit ГПШСН 80-3, 5 "Geyser":
1 - supports; 2 - power hydraulic cylinder; 3 - radiator; 4 - control station; 5 - power pack; 6 - high-pressure hoses; 7 - pump suspension node.

The oscillation frequency is adjusted by using a frequency converter within a range of 1 to 6 double-strokes per minute; stroke can be varied from 1 to 3.5 meters. Balancing is done by electrodynamic braking: during the rod downstroke, the drive motor operates in the turbine mode. The intelligent control system of ГПШСН 80-3, 5 "Geyser" allows connecting various peripheral devices like sonars for the comprehensive assessment of the 'drive-well' system performance [10].

3. COMPARATIVE TESTS OF HYDRAULIC SRPU DRIVES

Comparative tests of SRPU drives were carried out at the wells of the Sosnovskoye oil field of OOO LUKOIL PERM and the Oblivskoye oil field of TPP RITEK-Uraloil. The tests identified specific power consumption for the extraction of formation fluids when using conventional pumpjacks like СК-8 and hydraulic SRPU drives type НПК-10-8-6 and ГПШСН 80-3, 5 "Geyser".

The drive of an НПК-10-8-6 sucker-rod pump, mounted at the Well #109b of the Oblivskoye oil field, was operated with the following parameters: rod stroke=2.5 m, number of double strokes=5 min⁻¹. Specific power consumption amounted to 24.4 kWh/m³, which is 1.9 times more than that of a pumpjack which had been in operation at that well before, see the Table. Excessive specific power consumption of НПК-10-8-6 is due to the shortcomings of the manner in which the hydraulic drive was controlled and balanced. The oscillation frequency is adjusted by setting a pause at the end of each rod stroke, which lowers the drive efficiency. Energy accumulated by the hydropneumatic accumulator while the rod string is lowered is objectively insufficient for any significant reduction in power consumed by the drive when lifting the formation fluid.
In addition to these drawbacks, we have identified the substantial advantages of hydraulic drives HИИК-10-8-6. In pilot operation, we recorded one case of the hydraulic drive turning off due to the rod string sticking because of asphaltene deposits in the well. The sampling device exuded gas with paraffin chunks. Rod load was 90 kN (upstroke) and 0 kN (downstroke, sticking). Injecting hot oil under pressure into the annulus gave no results, as it resulted in no fluid circulation. The hydraulic drive was launched in the well recovery mode, in which the upstroke and downstroke speed as well as the rod stroke (length) would be adjusted automatically to fit the load at the rod string suspension point. The oscillation frequency was 1 min⁻¹; the stroke at the beginning of the operation was 0.5 m. While the hydraulic drive operated, hot oil was being injected into the annulus. Over the two hours of automatic drive operation, the stroke length increased to the set value of 2.5 m, hot oil injection pressure fell, and fluid began circulating. In 2.5 hours after the operation began, the entire planned volume of hot oil was injected. In three hours, the rod load normalized, and the nominal SRPU operation mode was recovered.

Thus, the use of a hydraulic drive helped rinse the asphaltene deposits and restore fluid injection without current repairs. It should be noted that during the period of controlled operations, no SRPU stop was caused by failures of the hydraulic drive; total uptime amounted to 220 days.

Based on the results of measurements at the well No. 404 of Sosnovskoye oil field of the Oil and Gas Production Shop No. 10, ГИПИЧ 80-3, 5 "Geyser" and CK–8 pumpjacks demonstrated similar specific power consumption. Specific power consumption increased slightly when operating the Geyser hydraulic drive due to use of small-stroke pumps, which worsened the operating conditions of driving motors in the turbine mode due to shorter constant-speed operating time and longer acceleration and braking periods.

Operational testing of Geyser hydraulic drives helped identify the nodes that limit the resource of these units. Lower reliability characterizes the pumps and the motors of power packs. The absence of rigid connections between the power cylinders with the wellhead fittings necessitates periodic centering of the supporting mast, the skew of which results to intensive wear of the seals, thus leading to fluid leakages on the power cylinder rod. Balancing with electrodynamic braking means significantly lower power factor, which has a negative impact on the operation of electric oil production machines [11–30]. At the same time, the mobility, ease of operation, wide adjustment range, sophisticated telemetry control and monitoring systems are the unquestionable advantages of such units.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

OOO LUKOIL-PERM specialists have carried out pilot tests of promising drives for sucker-rod pumping units and have drawn the following conclusions. Hydraulic SRPU drives are optimal for developing newly commissioned wells, for periodic and short-term operation of wells, as well as for removing asphaltene deposits. The mobility and smaller amounts of metal compared to mechanical pumpjacks make drive mounting less costly and time-consuming. Enhanced telemetry and control system enable comprehensive drive-well system assessments as well as wide-range adjustments of the hydraulic drive operating parameters. However, some problems are still relevant. Power consumption has to be lowered; the design of hydraulic SRPU drives needs improvements, while its nodes have to become more reliable.

The key factor that hinders the implementation and widespread use of hydraulic SRPU drives are their high cost compared to pumping jacks with asynchronous motors. Oil companies are facing adverse price conditions in oil markets, which necessitate cuts in costs and expenditures when buying oil production equipment. One way to cut the costs of hydraulic SRPU drives is to use domestic components for manufacturing rather than their imported counterparts.
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